
A computer is a machine for data processing which can derive the final information (output) required 

from a given amou nt of primary information (source data or input)· by using a number of appropriate 

techniques. 

This processing presents a close anal ogy with human perception. Man uses a code for the communica

tion of information, the so-called natural language. When this language code and an appropriate pro

cessing procedure are supplied as data to a computer one can get the implicit information present in 

the language code'in an explicit form in a full y auton1atic way. The study of data processing techniques 

used with a computer system can be useful for the study of man and his linguistic communication sys

tem. 

Ali information supplied to a computer has to be complete and weil defined. The system cannat use · 

unknown information or information which has not been specified in full details. When only simple 

linguistic forms without any reference to semantics or etymology are available to the computer system, 

one can be sure that the result obtained in an automatic way will not conta in a single reference to the 

meaning or origin of the linguistic segment examined. An examination by means of a computer is a 

guarantee for objectivity. 

For automatic processing the information has to be in an appropriate form and it must have a limited 

volume. For the study of the spoken language a system is needed by which every articulated form can 

be represented in an unambiguous way by a finite number of symbols. 

The way in which the end result can be obtained must also be described in full details in a program. ln 

the algorithm one must make allowance for ali cases that are possible in theory. O,ne can never obtain 

a result by an operation for which no provision has been made or which had not been described before-
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hand. When the automatic result seerns to be unwarranted according to the speaker of the language, 

may be assumed th at the criteria used in the processing were either inappropriate or incomplete or 

arranged in the wrong way. 

The study of a complex information system, e.g. the language code, can remain flexible if one uses a 

computer. The same primary information can be examined in successive stages with different criteria 

and the validity of a given theory can be ctiecked by applying it to a great number of different cases. 

The computer has also got its limitations. Sorne qualitative criteria can hardly be expressed quantita

tively, or be digitalized and because of this they cannat be incorporated in the program in an accu rate 

way. 1 n a computer ali operations take place one after another. Even if the speed for every single ope

ration is high it may take a very long time to obtain one particular survey of a complete body of infor

mation. ln such cases the persan in charge of the research project has to split up the work, limit the 

number of information ~lements or simplify the algorithm and deal with fewer criteria. 

The investigation discussed in this contribution is part of a more comprehensive project, viz. the study 

of various aspects ·of severa! languages, most of them belonging to the Romance group, by means of a 

computer. 

This study was undertaken by a team consisting of a linguist and a mathematician specialized in com

puter sciences and it was executed with the computer of the Digital Computer Centre of Ghent Univer· 

sity. This computer is an 1 BM 360 type 30 with a core stara ge system of 64 bytes and with an external 

storage system consisting,vf three magnetic disk storages, type 2311 and two magnetic tape storages, 

type 2401. 

This contribution deals exclusive! y with the French language code and it has been restricted to the exa

mination of the standardized segments of the spoken ,language : these comprise ali inflected and conju

gated forms. The international phonetic alphàbet was used for the transcription; individual and syntactic 

phonetic differences have not been taken into account. The number of segments to be examined was 

limited to a very great extent: only forms occurring in the Frequency dictionary of French words by 

A. Juilland were examined in the phonetic transcription of Warnant, Dictionnaire de la prononciation 

française. This amounted to a total number of 8782 different forms after having combined the homo-
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phonous forms. Such a list canin itself represent the vocabulary of an individual and even of a small 

community and consequently it can supply results that are val id for the hu man memory within the 

1 imits just defined. 

1 na series of preceding studies ( 1) dea ling with the elements which are necessary, and in themselves 

sufficient, to distinguish a ward from any other ward of a given vocabulary, it was shawn that the infor

mation volume of the phonemes is very big and even bigger than absolutely necessary. One explanation 

for this phenomenon reads : language is very uneconomical and irrational and the non-distinctive pho

nemes are completely redundant. But an other and better explanation would be : the phonemes, the 

smallest distinctive units do not only serve to distinguish the words from one another but in certain 

circumstances they can be the carriers of additional information. This will be discussed in our contribu

tion. 

The scientific resea.rch into a number of phenomena consists essentially of finding invariable elements 

by the comparison of these phenomena. This has been o'ur approach. The forms of the vocabulary have 

been compared with one another, not with the intention to find out in what respect they differ from 

one another, but to fi nd out in what respects they resemble each other. 

By using lists in which ali forms of the language have been arranged some of them from left to right and 

others from right to left'one can easily find that there are phonemes and phoneme groups used in the 

same way in more than one form of the vocabulary. Consequently, a linguistic form can be split up into 

two segments : an invariable segment that has this form in common with a whole series of other forms 

and a variable segment which is different in this series. The form a ti /<2 can be segmented into ~ & , c 

ande,thesegment ;_&,t beinginvariableintheseries ~G.r ;.b,tèl.. . . )l,t,r.:~,, .:le.tw.9.. o<'e;rw~ • 
.>,{,,t~<. J.ti.tw~·l'. ,;~t,h .. H(,.,J<.,o<t,lwlR,-<l.tj~. o<l,l:je.,;i,ry,..<t;ey~.~Q,/'yR<~...«.:.. 
whereas the segmente alternates with the zero segment and with the segments .!L. , ~ 1 w-:L. ~.ve., ...vt:, 

w d , w< f 1>1 ;'{. , w ~ R , j )'" , j<-
1 

f , 'j->-{ , 'j Re 1 )' R <: , .:A. rj ) , Z , t R. • 

1 n the following sections we shall indicate a possible segmentation by the sign :: and for the indication 

of a series of alternating segments we shall use the symbol :::: with the meaning "can be replaced by"; 

we shall use the symbol / for" or" and the symbol w will stand for the zero segment. So in the form 

·J. G, hz. the segmentation ·~ ~ i 1":; e is possible bec au se of the alternation rule ~ :: u j X ) J.l 
t.<J,~ / w ~ 1 w < 1 w d f w ~ {' 1>1 éi 1 '" { R j J )" i je j y 1 ~à 1 y Re. )y 1< ~ j cd j ~'ï t 1 t R . 
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the systematic application of this criterion one can indicate a possible segmentation in any 

form and even seve rai segmentations, ali differing from each other. 1 n the sa me fonn .d, r.;:. we can 

a Iso have the segmentation (J, r, 1:: re. beside t.< ~., r:J e tor, the segment o~G: is invariable in the 

words ~e.,. ~~cj,~ilj~, o<.&'IJ€1 Ole:e, .x~.ere, af.,'IVI, .:lfbd-, J.&.~à.ld~g,,,.al 
,.<G 1 t..vJ~ 1 ,x~-ifw~ 1 u(~ 1 tw.:, ..i8·~tw.e 1 ,xG,h.vd\Mk,d~;t,.,,.R., J..lLrj:J, 
. , t- 1 J. e o< [, h· ..<. ~ 1 r v a . o<, ti /-y Re , ..i t, ~ 7 R :<. 1 «'& 1 1-.:.. s j ) ... , ..<. .& i h: 1 ..< e i h r.< o 

t.( 1 l ( 1 / , 

1 n an economical system, however, priority should be given to the long~st common segment. Therefore 

the reasoning to arrive at the segmentation·.;~. ~ ; ::re must not be based upon forms with a longer inva

riable segment, e.g. <o< .f.; 1· 1 .A ~ i t tZ, J.. ,(',: t ~,etc. 1 n the alternation series for te only the segments 

which do not begin with t can be maintained : te ::::. L) 1 j 1 i cr 1 j e.j j t 1 f 1 c k 1 'hi. 

The sa me operation can be performed for :.< e,;:; f-e. with the result ~ ~e. . " :}J..j·)d.:t s j :1i: ) e /I s j.. , ) 
(a series of 50 alternating segments; none of them beginning with il, for o1;: ~; ~e. and for other forms, 

e.g. div:< R~ 1 f"e, 'j l1 Ife 
1 

etc. 

With this algorithm one can draw up a second alternating series even when the same possible segmenta

tion is maintained, namely by considering the variàble segment as an invariable one and by comparing 

the form with other linguistic forms. ln :2 (!; • h: e. one can considere, in its turn, as an invariable seg

mentwhenonecqmpares d.(!.·.~e. with KIH<-, te, ryk3'ee. 1_ !:3'f.e., r<l-.)te, .;lie, gelle,_ 
kv.ll.e.·e 1 ~&~.n<f:H! 1 d.eR:>6e. 1 T>(È.>Rd.~ 1 f3'd..e. 

1 
K)_f;i''cir:., C?ep?d~, 'fjt<~"ae, ctefa:cte

1 

etc. (a single series of 1034 forms in the vocabulary examined). 1 n ,.{ f::. ,·:: te 
1 
te can a iso be considered 

as an invariable with t~e alternating series .J. 1\.: :.:: ·f ~ R ~o. 1 p ,y'!< a j R p j à: p~ L~ 1 i 5 ) k 3' ) 

R-J..b" 1 J:J e:;- /·\'\-\ 3' 1 R'M:J / ~yR·W1? j.<ftd'J à: j J t< i .5t J rUt j 1v1)) J~'M~ / o~e, ""'~) ~d:J ... 
( 136 alternating elements in the vocabulary). 1 n arder not to complicate the exposition unduly these 

longer series will not be considered in our article. From the course of the examination it will appear 

that they are not useful. 

By using a computer it is possible to find a great number of alternations that would probably have esca

ped our notice in an ordinary intuitive examination. The series abready mentioned produced unexpected 

results. ln the series for ,!~ 1 h: e we found e.;" \..V J, ) kl<!.)"'-'l:: 1 <<l'"- è 1 •Vt e .,.,2:: 1 ""'~ R 1 

j / 7.:.1./ y R t j y R ~ 1 and in the series for <-( t,;: ~re. the alternations one wou id not 
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expect are : re <: 

.>1<-:.i for o~.&::,re.and th'? 

for the possible segmentation 

/JI 
1 =. ; 1 
pw=>J!:Ik 

. Other examples arc : -<- · - ) J. 

)d<=IY!.ê::: J )à~ R J .!~ / :i$~ j nj;'"j hj)·vd, s: )~ 

in p R ~ .f 1 re etc. 

By writing dawn the alternating series consistently the shortcomings of the algorithm can be detected. 

By successive modifications it is possible to obtain a better algorithm which in its tu rn can be checked 

by using the new lists supplied by the computer. One can understand why traditional linguistics, which 

had to do without the help of a computer, had decided that only semantics and etymology could elimi

nate the shortcomings of a simple alternation rule. 

So the same linguistic form can b~ segmented into various ways and severa! alternation series are possi

ble. This tact shows that the indication of an invariable element togethér with an alternation rule does 

not suffice to proceed to a given segmentation. The alternation rule must meet a number of additional 

requirements. If one compares the different alternation series with one another one can find out to what 

extent a given alternation is repeated. If the alternations of one series can also be fou nd in some other 

series, this series has some ki nd of general validity. The alternation ·series related to <>< t;h: e.. is more 

general th an the series related to « &i:: re. because the re are many forms ending in an e which·alternates 

with elements from the alternation series related to o~.t i 1":: e. . For instance, kRe: :e.. bec au se of 

i<Re., kR.eJ:., !<ReR., k~te..:tsj·:! ,etc. lp.)~h:t. becauseof ?p.1RI", tp:>i<h;:: 

i'tn 1< 1- d. , t r J iZ ~"" s j ::>- , etc. 1 n the vocabulary the re are 925 forms in total. The number of 

forms ending in te that alternate like the te in Q .e, i :\re amounts to 65 only, i.a. da:: /"e. because 

of .>'La. t and d~!vf, the form p:J. He. because of p;?.d , (JJ. Rj) , ·ra Rje , etc. The alternation series 

for 4, 1-e. belonging to the segmentation o\:: & ; 1"-e... is not general at ali. 

The number of possible segmentations with the same alternation series is a yardstick for the general 

relevance of the alternation rule. We cali this f. The values for ai 11 ire. are : f ( o1. ~ • ~:: e. ) = 925, 

f ( o<-& i :1 1-e ) = 65, f ( ai&;: i l"e... ) = 11, f ( o(:: e.i ~e. ) =O. So, the series belonging to the seg

mentation til g., f:: e. is the most general one. The f values for the different possible segmentations 

oftheform y111/"e. are f( yVtit:e. )=O,f( '{11i::l-e.)=66,f( '{'1-'1!!1'1-e.. )= 30, 

t ( 1: !111 re.. l = 1. 

From these data we can draw the conclusion that the series belonging to y..,:: i 1-~ is less general 

th an the series belonging to '/'ri 1 : : re.. . The alter.nation series ·of 'J t-~ :: ire.. is simple, however. 

If one eliminates ali elements of an alternation series that are not valîd in any other case, one obtains a 
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more compact rule. The number of remaining elements (n) is a yardstick for the complexity of 

series.Thecondensedrulebelongingto )"lli!;Je. is: re:=. u 1 k) R l.i5\ se J5t lv.!R 
and for 71-1 ::,re.. it is: ; re. ::::. u / p· . The value of n in the case of "i-""1: ire equals 2, 

but it amounts to 7 in the case of ')YI i :: te_ . 

If these two characteristics, namely the general relevance and the simplicity, are taken into account 

simultaneously by applying the formula v= {!11, every segmenta~ion complying with ~he criterion 

invariability-alternation dm geta value v, which can be compared with other v values, ln the case of 

y11 d-e. we obtained the following values : v ( '{YI • h e.) = 0, v ( y--... i :! 1-e ) = 66/7 = 9.4, 

v ( ) 11 :: ; re ) = 30/2 = 15, v ( y: : 11 i re. ) = 1/1 = 1. 

From this we inter that the segmentation with the highest v value, '{'-:' f ~ 1 he. , is the most econo

mical and consequently the most likely and preferable one. If we use this completed algorithm for the· 

case of ~ .\?. i 1-e. the segmentation o< e.: ,.. f•; e appears to have the characteristics just mentioned, 

for, v ( o< ,f, ; r!; 1Z ) = 925/16 = 57.8 is mu ch higher th an the values for the other possibilities : 

v( a~i::f-e .. )=65/6=10.8, v( d.f.;:ir~ )=11/12=0.9, v(~::-&:1-e.. )=0 (aftertheele

mination of the redunda~t elements in the rule for ..l. ~; t;: e remained : e :"' Ll j J: 1 ·a )""'a 1 

Wtl/{10~' / W1i e / j ;)' 1 Je./ y 1 y d. l j R.e / )' R t 1 Mj) j ~ 1 ~ ~ , and in the case of 

..< ~; ::te. we had i-e : ·.: u Î j 1 j) ) je_/ t/ 'W1 ) . 

After the examination of a great number of series and after the application of a scale factor that can 

depend on the kind of series and on the kind of language examined, there appears to exist a value scale 

on which a minimum value could be indicated under this value segmentation would not be possible, in 

a particular language. 

m 

1 n case of a comprehensive vocabulary the calculation of vis virtually impossible without a computer. 

However, the sequential character of the operations in a computer is a handicap if we compare it to the 

strong synthesizing faculty of the hu man mind, so that it takes a relatively long time to execute this 

comples program. 

The project we have discussed in this contribution started with a very simple program consisting of the 

elaboration and use of alphabeticallists. lt has been·extended so asto comprise the elaboration of a 

more complex algorithm capable of indicating structures in language forms in a way presumed to be 
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analogous to tho procedure used by man. The standards we applied were not known beforehand, 

ali of them originated from the formai comparison of successive partial results. Ali this cou id only be 

done by a computer. The programming language we used was PL/1 because algorithms written in this 

language can easily be modified when one wants to take new criteria into account. So, this research 

meets the requirements of the definition for "computer assisted research". The segmentations we have 

calculated correspond to those applied instinctively by an ordinary user of the language. They are rarely 

wrong; the algorithm did not yield sorne possible segmentations. The introduction of new criteria cou id 

solve this problem, e.g. if one were to take into account the context and the frequency of word forms 

and also if one were to consider phonetic filters. 

This method can be applied to any French vocabulary, without any modification or preparation, and 

probably to any 1 ndo-European language. Our team is doing this at present. The method can be adapted 

for research intQ other elements of different linguistic levels (syllables, syntagme). 

The calculation of the linguistic structure is not som~thing new. What seems to be new is the tact that it 

has been shown in what way the morphological structure is completely present in the form (ali other 

methods, including the "structuralist approach" worked with a preliminary semantic interpretation). 

The proof for this was supplied by this automatic approach, which shows there is a structure in the 

linguistic forms. These very forms are the starting point and the rosult is obtained by using these forms 

only. 

On the level we worked the language code seems to contain ail information which is required to learn 

its structure and which is necessary for its use as a means of communication. So, in principle it would 

be possible to learn a language by the mere communication of it. 

* * 
This contribution, which is intended to show the possibilities of the computer in linguistic research, 

does not give an exhaustive survey of the problem of automatic morphological segmentation. The me

thod we have dealt with is, in tact, much more complex and more complete than the outline we have 

given here. A detailed description of methods and results, together with a justification and a more exten

sive linguistic, methodological and psychological interpretation will be published in a book entitled : 

Le morphème : une expérience de recherche linguistique automatisée. 
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( ) Contribution à une étude de la surabondance en français écrit; in Linguistics 43 ( 1 pp. 

Eléments distinctifs et surabondants dans le mot français parlé, which will appear in Actes du Xe 

Congrès des linguistes de Bucarest. 
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